The paper presents an optical-mathematical evaluation of the physic-mechanical properties of the D100 diesel-generator oil scraper piston ring surface hardened by multi-layer ion-plasma nanocoating TiN/CrN. The application parameters of multilayer nanocoating and the sequence of its layers are shown. The values of wear and microhardness of the hardened and serial rings are given. The increase in wear resistance of the hardened product is shown to be 12 times in weight and 4 times in the degree of increase in the size of its friction surface. A method for evaluating properties using the mathematical operators of the laplacian and divergences in their different variations is proposed. A correlation between the properties of the results of tests for friction and wear with using a mathematical description of structure formation was revealed. The minimal difference of the friction zone and the initial surface of the hardened ring, which does not exceed 16 %, is revealed. The difference between the initial surface and the friction zone in the serial ring is shown, which reaches up to 42 % on average in terms of indicators. A substantial deviation of the values of the friction zone mathematical operators of the serial ring from the TiN/CrN hardened by ion-plasma nanocoating was confirmed, which in some cases reaches up to 42 % on average.
Introduction
Previously conducted bench tests for friction and wear of serial oil scraper piston rings of D100 diesel generator have relatively low wear resistance [1] . The use of a multilayer ion-plasma nanocoating TiN/CrN allowed to reduce the total weight wear of the hardened ring by 12 times relatively to the serial ones (1.0 mg vs. 12.1 mg) and by 4 times the increase of the ring friction zone [2] . However, there is an interest to study the mechanism of wear of hardened rings, taking into account their operating conditions. For this purpose, an attempt to study the original surface and the friction area was made using an optic-mathematical modeling method. Such a method makes it possible to detect relationships between friction parameters, for example, speed and the structure of the contacting surface of the ring, which is estimated by approximation of digital images of products. In addition, this method allows to assess the degree and nature of the generated stresses of the rubbing surfaces and locally determine zones of their concentration [3 -8] .
The aim of the work is a mathematical assessment of the working surface properties of the serial piston rings and hardened by multi-layer ion-plasma nano-coating TiN/CrN according to the results of their bench tests for friction and wear at a constant sliding speed.
Methods and results of research
To ensure a high wear resistance of the ring, a multilayer ion-plasma coating of the TiN/CrN system was deposited by the "Bulat" type equipment. The deposition of the coating was carried out at an arc current of I = 100 A and a bias voltage of the substrate of U = -200 V. Six layers of CrN and five layers of TiN were alternately applied, previously spraying a sublayer of pure Cr with a thickness of ~ 50 nm. The thickness of a TiN layer is 49 nm, and a CrN layer is 240 nm. The total thickness of the multilayer coating is 1.7 μm.
By standard production technology, these products are galvanically tinned to reduce the period of their burn-in due to the formation of a layer of tin on the working surface. The tin coating has a non-uniform grain structure consisting of individual fragments and ironed areas. Serial rings were tested together with a hardened TiN/CrN ion-plasma coating for comparative evaluation of their tendency to wear.
To assess the nature and rate of wear of such rings, bench tests were carried out on a specialized machine under conditions of sliding friction during reciprocation motion. In the machine, according to the considered variants, they installed one cylinder liner sample and two samples of the piston rings. The moving part was a sample of cylinder liner. Samples of the cylinder liners are made of gray cast iron and subjected to phosphatization (serial technology). A sketch of the cross section of the oil scraper piston ring, as well as the test scheme is presented in Fig. 1 and 2 respectively.
Fig. 1. Sketch of the cross section of the oil scraper piston ring of D100 diesel engine
The constant moving speed of the moving specimens for each variant was 1.3 m/s. The load (P) for all samples was selected -3.35 kg, which corresponds to the specific pressure on the working surface of the ring -0.8 MPa. This allowed to obtain a modeling process of wear for a shorter test period. For the mathematical evaluation of the structure, the methods described in [3 -8] were used. With the help of a specially developed computer program, 2 digital images in the bmp format of hardened and serial piston rings of D100 diesel generator were tested ( Fig. 4 a, b ). At the same time, various variations of mathematical operators -Laplacians and divergences -were used. For the convenience of identifying dependencies, each image was conventionally divided into 2 areas: the friction zone ( Fig. 4, spectrum 2) , which forms the working surface of the ring and the original (Fig. 4, spectrum 1) , which is directly adjacent to it. a b
Fig. 4. Macrostructure of the initial surface (spectrum 1) and friction zone (spectrum 2) of the hardened (a) and serial (b) piston ring
The analysis of images revealed that in the tested serial ring, the average neutrality of the Laplacian, calculated by the basic formula, of the Laplacian at an angle of 90° to the main one, the 3rd and 4th Laplacians, is higher in the friction zones relative to their original variants ( Table 2) . A similar picture is observed for the hardened piston ring with the exception of the laplacian at an angle of 90° to the main one (see Table 2 ). However, it should be noted that the difference between the original and the friction surface of the serial ring is noticeably larger, on average by 11 % for all indicators, and for hardened -by 1.5 %. This indicates about a lower level of influence of operating conditions on the change in structure after ion-plasma hardening of the ring, which is consistent with the results of tests for wear and microhardness.
The mean color functions, standard deviations, the generalized gradient, the total, 3rd and 4th Laplacians, and the divergence are characterized by decrease for the serial ring and an increase for hardened (Table 3) . It should be noted that such results cause a high wear rate of the serial ring, and a high degree of wear resistance and hardened deformation (see Table 1 ). At the same time, the difference of the initial surfaces between the variants of the rings is, on average in terms of indicators, 32.5 %, and friction zones -38.5 % with the exception of color. The difference in the function of color is not significant and is only 3.8 %. It should be noted that the difference in performance between the surfaces before and after the tests is: for a serial ring -41.5 %, and for hardened -11.3 %. That is consistent with the results of the bench tests. As table 4 shows, all indicators of a serial ring after tests go down, on average, by 31 %. The hardened ring shows an increase in the values of the main, 3rd and 4th Laplacians, on average, by 16 %. At the same time, the generalized gradient and divergence remained unchanged after operation. It should be noted that the surface of friction of the hardened ring for the same indicators exceeds the values of the serial, on average, by 42 %. This is associated with an increase in the level of wear resistance of the ring due to its ion-plasma hardening, as evidenced by the above calculations (see Tables 2 and 3 ). 
Conclusions
As a result of the mathematical analysis of photographs of friction surfaces of a serial ring and with a multilayer ion-plasma nanocoating TiN/CrN, the following was established:
-dependencies were found between the results of testing two variants of rings and mathematical operators in the optical-mathematical description of structure formation; -a feature was revealed that consists in the minimum difference between the friction zone and the initial surface of the hardened ring, which in some cases ranges from 1.5 % to 16 %;
-there was a significant difference between the original surface and the friction area in the serial ring, which is in the range from 11 % to 42 in terms of performance;
-revealed a significant deviation of the values of the operators of the friction zone of the serial ring from the hardened one, which in some cases reaches, on average in terms of indicators, up to 42 %.
